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:rnd submitted to  operation affords the best proof of the validity of his conclusions. It is clearly 
of great practical value tha t  the sequence of the symptoms should be so constant, and that the 
earliest should arise in the special sense organ to  which the affected nerve is distributed. 

Once more the importance of early diagnosis is urged, and by the pen of the writer whose work 
has done so much to  render i t  possible. Not the least tragic of his experiences has been the late 
stage of the disease which many of the patients had reached before being brought to him. Blind 
and bedridden as many of them were, yet the lease of life was frequently renewed at his hands 
for a period of from three to  seven years. What possibilities are unfolded for successful surgical 
treatment when cases can be submitted to  i t  in the earlier stages of the disease whose recognition 
has now become possible through his labours ! 

The author’s methods of operation- which have done so much t o  standardize the  surgery of 
the cerebellar fossa- are again described in full ; his important modification of the enucleation of 
tlie contents of the tumour from within its capsrilc being the  essential feature of his new work. 

“nliddle ear,” twice repeated on p. 208, is clearly a misprint for “internal car,” and on p. 
181 and p. 190 S. G. Shattock’s name is misspelt ‘ Shattuck. ’ Such trivial comments as  these 
:ire a measure of the difficulty of finding any  blemish in so splendid a book. Physicians and 
siirgeons alike will And refreshment and reward by reading it. 

Surgical Therapeutics and Operative Technique. By E. I)oI-E:s. English translation 
by H. SPENCER-BHOWNE, M.B. Cantah., etc. ; Eleve de I’Institut Pasteur ; Physicien 
e t  Chef de Clinique de I’Institut Doyen. I n  3 vols., large 8v0, with about 3000 illustra- 
tions. 1917. London : Baillihre, Tintlall & Cox. 25s. net each volume. 

Trm English edition is taken from the material Prom which the second French edition will be 
compiled, and contains the latest developments in war surgery and surgical treatment in general. 
Only the first two volumes are ready as  yet. 

1’01. I contains a n  Introdnction, which deals with the state of surgical practice a t  the 
beginning of the twentieth century, with surgical technique, and with the duties and rights of the 
surgcon. Emphasis is laid on the importance of anatomical knowledge, and on tlie iniportanee 
of every surgeon being his own diagnostician, and not. n.erely a n  operator. ‘rhe surgeon is 
encouraged to  remember t h a t  surgery is not only a science but also an ar t ,  and tha t  it is hy 
the  excellence of his technique tha t  the artist is revealed. The remainder of Vol. I is divided 
into two parts, the first dealing with general surgical technique, and the second with the regional 
surgery of the head. 

Par t  I gives a short account of the arrangements and working of the authnr’s Surgical 
Institute in. Paris, and a much more detailed description of the operating department, including 
the general management of patients before, at,  and after operation, the aseptic and antiseptic 
methods employed, and anssthetization. 

‘ Attached services ’ comprise laboratories for diagnostic research and teaching purposcs ; 
;ind the many-sided character of the Institut Iloyen is appreciated on reading the short sketch 
of these, which include laboratories of bacteriology, serot.herapy, chcmistry, histology, radioscopy, 
photography, and cineniatography. 

There is a n  interesting chapter on hmnostasis, with plates taken from Serrig’s atlas, and  a 
criticism of the methods employed by the older surgeons, which is followed by a description of 
the author’s own instruments and devices for dealing with hsmorrhage. Doyen, hesides being 
it skilful operator, was a mechanical genius, and designed most of his surgical instrnmen.ts ; the 
soniewhat formidable size of niany of these is accounted for by his method of operating, which 
was rapid, and largely a combination of enucleation and crushing. Doyen. emphasizes over and 
over again the importance of operating rapidly ; indeed, he says, so far as  the pat.ient is concerned, 
‘ t ime is life’ ; and for a surgeon of his almost uncanny dexterity such a maxim was undonbtedly 
ii  very proper one. This eye-on-the-clock method, however, will hardly find favour with present- 
tlav siirgeons, who rather take the view t h a t  dainty handling and a n  artistic finish require time 
:inb produce the more gratifying results. Doyen clearly recognized the avascular layer which 
surrounds all organs, in which the enncleating finger or instrument produces the minimum 
of bleeding, and across which only defirlite and well-marked vessels run, easy to  see and clip ; 
Ire illustrat.es this very plainly in the section dealing with the thyroid in Vol. 11. 

The a.uthor’s therapeutic innovations are also described, and a brief account is given of his 
:inti-neoplastic vaccine anti of mycolysine---a preparation employed by him t o  prevent and 
combat acute infections. 

‘Ftlis part  on general surgical technique concludes with an excellent and full account and 
criticism of the various methods employed t o  destroy growths by heat and electro-coaglllatiol1. 
I)oyen used a high-freqnency current of low tension, the electrode being left in contact with the 
(\iseased tissue. He cl>Lims priority in the discovery of the deeper penctration by this method, 
and also of the selective nature of a temperature of 60” C. for pathological tissue. IJis experience 
wit11 this form of treatment of carcinoma was it very happy one. 

T h e  section on regional surgery, as far as i t  has heen published, occupies the last 140 pages 
of 1’0l. I and the whole 680 pages of Vol. 11, and deals with thc head, neck, thorax, and upper 
;u1(1 lower extremities. The gcneral plan adopted in each region is t o  give a short description oP 
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the clinical characteristics of the disease under discussion, with the indications and contra- 
indications for operation, the surgir:LI anatomy of the part, a plate depicting the instruments 
required, with a description of the same, and finally, a description of the operation itself. which 
is clearly and concisely divided into stages. Each operation is profuscly illustrated with most 
excellent diagrams, which are one of the noticeable features of the book. Many classical, 
but defunct, operations are not mentioned. The operations are those used 1,)- Doyen and hi5 
staff, standardized so to  speak, and permeated by his technique ; where necessary, modifications, 
such as the experience of the author has led him to adopt to meet complications, are described. 

There is a good section on the comparatively recent field of lung and heart surgery, for which 
Doyen has introduced several excellent instruments. Vascular surgery and blood transfnsions 
are dealt with fully, and in a thoroughly up-to-date manner. 

The plan and general treatment of the subject matter, in Vol. I1 particularly, is refreshingly 
original, and it is perhaps only what one would expect from a genius who not only constructed 
most of his instruments, formed a techniqne peculiarly his own, and introduced many original 
therapeutic remedies, but who devised many of the operations he performed, and altered most 
of tlie others to  snit his own characteristic methods. 

It was this originality of the author’s work, and the great interest shown by the large nnniber 
of visitors to  his Institut in Paris, which led to a general desire for an English edition of his text- 
book ; the French edition has already had a wide success abroad. 

Collected Papers of the Mago Clinic. Vol. IX,  1917. Edited by h h s .  ~ I ~ S L L I S E I .  PJJ. 886, 

THAT it  should be possible to  produce a rolnnie similar in size and in the number of it5 
contributors to  those issued in former years, during the year when the United States entered 
the War, and a t  a time when the whole nation, and not last in this respect the medical profession, 
were making most thorough preparations to  take their share In its burdens, says much for the 
enthusiasm and activity of the staff. While there are no papers definitely dealing with diseases 
or injuries of war, yet this event has clearly set its impress on the volume, in that i t  has led 
Dr. C. Mayo to  write two papers on “War’s Influence on Medicine,” and ‘. Nedical Service 
in the tTnited States Army.” 

The former, his presidential address to the Anicricaii Medical Association. is a most delight- 
ful piece of reading, which shows that the writer is not only the master of wide information, but 
also has definite and broad views of the demands of national medicine in the States, and of the 
responsibilities and duties of those engaged in medicine. It will well repay careful reading 1)y 
a11 those on this side who are interested in and giving much thought to  the remodelling of medical 
education. While Dr. Mayo expresses in this first article a quite natural and justifiable pride i n  
the accomplishments of his fellow-countrymen in showing that ‘* man’s power to control the 
elements was developed in America,” he is under no delusions that their state is a perfect one : 
in pointing out in his second paper the benefits which the American nation may derive from active 
participation in the war, he w-rites : ‘* Our nation is becoming soft, dissipated, and inefficient. . . . 
We make many laws, bnt obey few, and having an a1)horrence of discipline, we discuss freedom.“ 
There is certainly no evidence of this decadence having spread to  Rochester, JIinn. 

In  reviewing the medical service in the United States .4rly,  he entcrs a plea for higher rank 
for medical officers, and deplores the fact that the Snryeon-General is not a member of the War 
Council. ‘’ This is another of the conditions such a s  brought about the Blesopotaniian failure.“ 
which on another page he stigmatizes as the ‘* last atrocious medical failure ” ; this straight 
speaking should do good in helping us to  realize the defects of onr own system and the path 
along which reform should move. 

Dr. L. R. Wilson contributes a complete review of the literature of trench foot, which sliould 
be most helpful to  those likely to  have to  treat such cases in future campaigns. 

l’he same author’s paper on “ Graduate Work in Medicine in the University of Alinnesota .’ 
shows how the Clinic is tackling this most important qnestion, and tells how in 1915 thc BIayo 
foiindation entered into a temporary agreement with the University of Minnesota fm graduate 
work in pathology, medicine, and surgery, which was made permanent in 1917. It appears that 
the funds for this purpose have been handed o>er by tlie >layo foundation to  the control of the 
University, which indicates a very broad-minded attitude of the former and the wise policy of those 
responsible-without doubt the Blayo brothers- in thus devoting a large proportion of the earnings 
of their life-work to  the benefit of medicine of the future. We could wish that post-gradnate 
training, now becoming a very live issue in this country, could be directed by equally sage 
counsellors, for Dr. Wilson’s views on “University ideals” are no less admirable than the 
“ general plan ” on which it is proposed to  put them into execution. 

Clinical papers occupy less of this than of former volumes, which fact may be due to  the 
present pre-occupation of many of tlie staff with military affairs ; of those uhich do appear, 
perhaps the most valuable is that I)y Dr. W. J. Mayo in which he deals with forty-two cases 
of diverticulitis of the colon treated by resection. We are not aware of any paper in which 
so large a number of operative experiences for this condition have been brought together. The 
problems and difficulties met with in the coitrse of such operations are handled with the 

with 331 illustrations. 1918. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Co. 28s. net. 


